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ROYAL KENTALIS, SINT-MICHIELSGESTEL, NETHERLANDS

Benefits to our customer
The original specification for this project proposed a traditional two-layer bituminous waterproofing system, however
by highlighting the calculations of the many benefits of using a Hertalan system to the client the building was eventually
waterproofed using EPDM membranes. In particular, the single layer application with EPDM and the rapid processing of
tricky details such as round skylight domes (2.4m diameter) resulted in the change of direction away from the
bituminous system.

Our challenge
The total roof area of over 10,000m² of this project is divided into 20 roofs. This meant that for each of these roofs the
EPDM membranes were customised in our factory. Due to the bad weather during the application good planning of the
construction flow was crucial. The fast waterproofing of a roof area demanded the flexibility of Hertalan, both during
the production and logistics processes.
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The solution
On the grounds of Kentalis rises a square of twenty residential groups for a total of
130 clients for 'sheltered housing', around a green courtyard which also contains a
new "community centre". The four parts of the square are connected by continuous
eaves. From the outside the various components and type of housing are no longer
recognizable as such providing a good visual image. Thanks to the broad eaves
excessive warming up of the properties is prevented and the sharp contrasts by
direct sunlight are avoided. The elevation in the grounds ensures that the green roof
with its characteristic "light catchers" will be visible.

The project has a total roof surface area of 10,435m², comprising of 20 individual
sections. Initially there was a two-layer bituminous roofing system specified. Sebregts
Roofing Contractors along with Hertalan however convinced the client that this project
is perfect for working with a Hertalan EPDM membrane system.
The client eventually chose the EPDM membrane system, particularly due to the high
quality of the materials and durability (long life and DUBOkeur Certification). Given the
time of year also the rapid sealing of the individual roof sections (through the use of
prefabricated membranes) was an important factor in this decision.

In the calculation Sebregts Roofing Contractors allowed 72 working days with an
average processing of 600m² per day. During the installation this assumption proved
extremely realistic with the contract being completed within the time frame
allocated. If a multi-layer bituminous system would have been used in this project,
the processing time would have been at least twice as long. The saving in labour is
mainly realised during the processing of the 44 round light domes (diffusers, Ø 2.4
metres). The flexible Hertalan EPDM roofing system with its extensive range of
accessories is perfectly suitable for the incorporation of these troublesome detailing
items.
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